4-WALL HANDBALL SINGLES CHAMPION
Men’s: Tucker Johnson, Sigma Alpha Epsilon

4-WALL RACQUETBALL SINGLES CHAMPION
Men’s: Carver Hartl, Phi Delt

AROUND THE WORLD CHAMPION
Fraternity: Hunter Hatcher, Sigma Alpha Epsilon

BADMINTON CHAMPIONS
DOUBLES
Fraternity: Cooper Hutfless & Akshay Shastri, Delta Chi
Independent: Alec Carson & Cole Vandel
Women’s: Lina Sattarin & Lauren Simmons, Pi Phi
Sarah Kish & Sophia Terryberry, KKG

SINGLES
Men’s: Mitchell Munsen, Phi Delt

BILLIARDS SINGLES CHAMPION
Men’s: Fischer Carr, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Jacob Morris, Sigma Chi
Justin Tinkler, Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Women’s: Reagan Holmes, Theta

DARTS SINGLES CHAMPION
Women’s: Victoria Ward, Kappa Kappa Gamma
Molly Mulqueen

FOOSBALL SINGLES CHAMPION
Men’s: Will Hwang, Phi Delt
Women’s: Haley Pierce, Alpha Xi Delta

HORSE SHOOTOUT CHAMPION
Men’s: Dayen Gierhart

PICKLEBALL DOUBLES CHAMPION
Co-Rec: Lauren Ailslieger & Riley Sleichter
Kyra Bellows & Jarrod Springfield
Bryan Armbrust & Marissa Baird

Fraternity: Cooper Hutfless & Akshay Shastri, Delta Chi
Independent: Adam Schrag & Jared Smart
Women’s: Sydney Tumberger & Lidia Ragland

SQUASH SINGLES CHAMPION
Men’s: Timothy Munson, Phi Delt

TABLE TENNIS SINGLES CHAMPION
Men’s: Cole Dister
Women’s: Reagan Holmes, Theta